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STAFF TAKE PART IN STATE FUNERAL
Trust staff represented NHS Ambulance Services in the parade ahead of the coffin of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II at her funeral in September. Elsewhere, other members of staff provided support to London
Ambulance Service and many bowed their heads to take part in the two-minutes silence, held as part of the State
Funeral….page 2

Also this month….Jack Honoured at Ambulance Leadership Forum Awards;
Training Begins for Cohort Paramedics; Tributes Paid to Control Room Staff;
National Ambulance Memorial Service and much more….
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Top Stories…….
Staff Take Part in State Funeral

Like so many people across our nation, staff across the region bowed their heads at 11.55am on Monday 19th
September to remember Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Staff at Dudley, Shrewsbury and Bromsgrove were
among those who paused with the nation. For four though, it was a particularly special day as they represented
the NHS ambulance services taking part in the parade ahead of Her Majesty’s coffin as it was taken from
Westminster Abbey to Wellington Gate as part of the Civilian Services Contingent. Jo Withington (Shrewsbury),
Nikki Albutt (HQ), Mark Hayes (Lichfield) and Adam Aston (Sandwell) are all members of the Trust’s Ceremonial
Unit and spent five days in London in preparation practicing their ceremonial drill in the middle of the night before
taking their place as part of the State Funeral. In addition, Operations Manager Angela Hand (Bromsgrove) and
Tactical Incident Commander Tim Atherton were part of the large
contingent of ambulance staff from across the country assisting London
Ambulance Service given the millions of people who were in the capital
for the funeral. Earlier in the week, two members of the Hazardous Area
Response Team, Ben Pallante and Anthony Kelham also went to London
as part of the mutual aid being provided to the capital’s ambulance
service. Speaking about their time in the parade, Jo Withington said: “I
have been to the Festival of Remembrance before and am a Reservist as
well, but the days spent in London and the day of the funeral in particular,
are without question, the greatest honour of my life.” Nikki Albutt added:
“It was a phenomenal experience, so spectacular, yet so sombre; it is
something I will treasure for the rest of my life. We practiced for up to
eight hours a day, but nothing will beat the memories we all have.”

Jack Honoured at ALF

One of the Trust’s critical care paramedics has received national
recognition for his work in the role. MERIT Team Leader, Jack Lewis
was awarded the Exceptional Service as a Specialist Paramedic Award
at the Ambulance Leadership Forum last month. The citation described
Jack as an outstanding prehospital clinician, who not only delivers
exceptional care to his patients, he is an advocate for the Critical Care
Paramedic role supporting colleagues and also the Trust through sharing
his specialist knowledge and experience to ensure the highest standards
of care are afforded to patients. He is highly respected by his peers and
has graduating with a Masters degree in advanced clinical practice. Jack
frequently attends clinical case reviews and takes a leading part in the
team’s clinical governance, promoting a culture of sharing learning. He
frequently puts himself forward to take on additional projects to ensure
that the team continually develops and improves. Congratulations Jack.

New Sandwell Hub Moves into Final Stages of Completion

The new hub in Sandwell is nearing final completion and many staff who worked during the Commonwealth
Games have already experienced the new facilities. The Trust’s
project team reviewed and finalised the completion which will be
handed over imminently. Operational staff at West Bromwich Hub
will be the first to move permanently, followed quickly by the Trust’s
Hazardous Area Response Team and Stores and Distribution later
on in October. Operational Support Service Director, Craig Cooke,
said: “Whilst we had hoped to move in during September, the
developers have committed to being finished imminently and to the
very best standard possible. The final delay in readiness does affect
staff and planning and I am extremely grateful for the patience
shown by all.”
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Top Stories…….
Fewer Handover Delays – Better Performance

Whether it was summer holidays, a reduction in COVID cases or something else, the number of hospital handover
delays reduced 6,854 hours during August compared to the record high in July. As a result, the Trust was able to
get to more patients, more quickly than for some time. In total, the Trust lost 36,905 hours during August, down
from 43,759 hours in July. It was also slightly lower than the 38,373 hours lost in June. While crews were getting
to Cat 3 calls such as falls almost an hour faster than in July, the time taken is still over three times higher than the
target set by NHS England. Trust Chief Executive, Anthony Marsh, said: “While the reductions in both delays
handing over at hospital and the amount of time it is taking us to get to patients is clearly welcome, the statistics
are still awful and as a result patients continue to come to harm. There is a real determination across health and
social care to find solutions to stop this and allow us to get to patients more quickly. We continue to work hard
with our commissioners
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Director Visiting Hospitals to Meet Staff

The Trust’s Emergency Services Operations Delivery Director is set to visit A&E departments across the region in
a bid to meet as many WMAS staff as possible. With hospital delays continuing to prove problematic, Nathan
Hudson has taken the decision to directly visit each hospital over the coming months to meet staff queuing to
handover. Nathan said: “Whilst I’ve undertaken several operational shifts this year with crews and have others
planned for later this year, I felt it important to get out and about to visit the heart of the issue impacting so many of
our crews. I have always operated an open-door policy but it’s difficult for staff to meet me face to face, especially
with such a large operational area so I hope this provides an opportunity for many to say hello, discuss concerns
or issues they have with me directly. I would like to take this opportunity to thank them all for their hard work and I
hope to meet as many staff members as possible over the coming months.”

Training Begins for Cohort Paramedics

Training has begun on what could be a real game changer for hospital
handover delays. A new scheme will see dedicated cohort teams
operating at the three University Hospital Birmingham hospitals.
Thirteen paramedics began their training package at Queen Elizabeth
Hospital Birmingham last month and they will be joined by
Ambulance Health Care Assistants in October. Assistant Chief
Ambulance Officer, Michelle Brotherton, said: “We hope to have the
scheme fully operational by 7th November. I am confident that it will
make a difference at all three sites. The development is being watched
keenly elsewhere with Stoke, Shropshire and Worcester all looking at its
success and whether it could be replicated in their hospitals.”

Almost 100 Join All Staff Briefing

Dozens of staff took the opportunity to ask questions of Chief Executive, Anthony Marsh, and other senior
managers during an All Staff Briefing which took place recently. Mr Marsh started with a round-up of the current
situation highlighting the enormous pressure that the Trust and staff are under. He said: “It is unlike anything that I
have ever seen before. It’s not driven by activity as that is less than last year. Hospital handovers continue to be
the reason staff are not getting meal breaks on time and are finishing late far too often.” He went on to thank staff
for the work they did during the Commonwealth Games before confirming that the Trust will protect training: “We
will continue with the likes of mandatory training and the new Advanced Life Support course being delivered on
hubs. I know how important it is to all staff and it is worth noting that no other ambulance service is doing this level
of training this year.”
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Top Stories…….
Tributes to EOC Team from ICB CEO

The Chief Executive of an Integrated Care System has highlighted the ‘outstanding’ care provided by call centre
staff. David Melbourne, the CEO of commissioning body for Birmingham & Solihull visited the Emergency
Operations Centres in Brierley Hill at the end of last month along with his Chief Delivery Officer, Mandy Nagra. In
a letter to our own CEO, Anthony Marsh, Mr Melbourne said: “The team we met were excellent. Having
undertaken two visits to other ambulance trusts as part of my role with the Care Quality Commission (CQC), I can
say that what we saw was outstanding. For me, the thing that stood out was the quality of the teamwork and the
compassion, passion and professionalism of the staff and a real sense of ‘Team WMAS’. I have no doubt that
translates to the care patients get and that was demonstrated as we listened into calls taken by your team. Ryan,
the call handler that I sat with, was exceptional in dealing with a category one call. He was calm and I can see
that the approach he took ensured the patient got the appropriate care in the right place in a timely manner. The
visit only emphasised the commitment to addressing the pathway delays across our system.”

Over 2 Minute Call Answering

New data to come from BT shows that WMAS make up just 0.06% of all the 999 calls which took over two minutes
to answer! For the first five months of the year, there have unfortunately been 15 such calls in the West Midlands,
but this is out of a total of almost 240,000 across England. August was an improvement on July, but there were
still almost 50,000 calls where people dialling 999 waited over two minutes before their call was answered. The
reduction tied in with a reduction in the number of hospital handover delays during the month, which inevitably
lead to extended response times which results in multiple call backs from worried patients, relatives and
friends. IEUC & Performance
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National Ambulance Memorial Service

Last month saw more than 150 ambulance staff from around the
country attend the National Memorial Arboretum at Alrewas,
Staffordshire for the ninth National Ambulance Memorial Service.
WMAS Director, Diane Scott, who is also Chair of The Ambulance
Service Charity, said: “This year’s event was more low-key
following the sad passing of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
Following the service, we gathered at the official Ambulance
Memorial Garden to lay wreaths and hear the reading of the Roll
of Honour which featured the names of the 65 ambulance staff
members who passed away in the last year. It is a privilege for
TASC to host this national event with many there telling us how
much they appreciated having the chance to pay their respects to
friends, colleagues and family.”
Senior union reps Reena
Farrington and Pete Green were on hand with Reena as Joint
Staffside Chair laying the WMAS wreath; Trust Chief Executive, Anthony Marsh, in his role as National Strategic
Ambulance Advisor, laying one on behalf of the country.
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News…….
Right Place, Right Time

When you’re out for a walk in the hills, the last thing you expect is to get involved in
the airlift of a man from on top of the hillside. But that’s what happened to Tactical
Incident Commander John Woodhall last month. He was on Tryfan when Ogaden
Valley Mountain Rescue got called to reports of a man in his 70s with blood pouring
from a leg wound near Waterfall Gully. A post from the Rescue team said: “The man
had received a serious cut to his leg rendering him unconscious for a time. Two team
members and a Coastguard helicopter were immediately requested. An off duty West
Midlands Ambulance Service paramedic passing by, stopped and gave help and
continued to assist the winchman when he arrived. Once treated, the casualty was
winched aboard and flown to Ysbyty Gwynedd, while team members assisted the
remainder of his group from the hill. We hope the casualty makes a speedy recovery
and thank you to our colleagues from R936 and WMAS for their help.” John said:
“Thankfully the patient was ok in the end and the rescue teams sorted him straight
away. Amazing service given where we were and carrying him out would have been
extremely hard work!”

CFR Assists with Two ROSCs in one Week

A FastAid Solihull Community First Responder has received not one but two letters of congratulation from WMAS
after helping to assist with saving two lives. Terry Flower, FastAid Solihull CFR and Area
Coordinator, received the letters from Nick Henry, Head of Operational Information and Planning,
after responding to two cardiac arrests along with ambulance staff last month. In the letter, Nick said:
“The main reason behind community response is for cases like this and to give the patient in cardiac
arrest the best chance of survival. I would just like to send you my thanks for the part you played in
achieving a successful ROSC for the patient. Very well done.” Terry said: “It’s a privilege to be part of
a team equipped and trained to respond to people in urgent need of help, especially when their heart
has stopped beating. It’s especially rewarding when a heart rhythm is restored and the patient starts
breathing for themselves.”

10,000 More People are Live Savers in the Region

More than 10,000 people have learnt life-saving skills so far this year thanks to the work of our community response
team. Community First Responders play a vital part in the chain of survival for patients in cardiac arrest and respond
to 999 calls within their local community to provide early CPR and defibrillation until an ambulance crew arrives. Not
only do CFRs volunteer to respond to patients, they also play a huge part in educating the public in their community
too by training people in how to carry out basic life support, to bridge the gap until one of our CFRs can reach them.
Tim Cronin, Community Response Manager said: “Its excellent to see many CFR schemes engaging with their
community providing CPR and AED awareness. Since January, we have seen over 10,600 participants attend such
an event. This important work carried out by our volunteers and staff members is vital to try and help increase the
survival rate within the West Midlands. A huge well done to all.’’
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News…….
Tim Becomes New Trust Military Champion

Tactical Incident Commander Tim Atherton has become
the Trust’s new Military Champion, replacing Maria
Watson in the role. Based at Millennium Point, Tim has
worked for the service for 12 years and before that was a
Community First Responder for four years. He joined the
Army Reserves in 2017 after being commissioned from the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst and currently serves as
a Captain in the Medical Operational Support Group,
York. His military role as a Medical Support Officer has
included delivery of CBRN and major incident training,
medical command and the use of technology to delivery
training and support to operations. With a keen interest in
Military Aid to the Civilian Authorities (MACA), Tim has
experience of delivering training within the military to
improve interoperability, which has led to him focussing his MSc in Emergency Planning, Resilience and
Response dissertation on interoperability in the event of a MACA request. Tim has represented the Trust at the
NHS Employers Step into Health Awards and participation in Reserves Day activities which is something Tim is
now keen to lead on. He said: “I would like to thank Maria for all her hard work in setting up the network and
across the Trust. I am excited to be able to work more closely with the network and to carry on both promoting and
supporting our military family.”

Shared Learning With New Zealand

Despite being on the other side of the world from us, there is always something that you can learn from people
running ambulance services, and that was certainly the case when a senior commander from New Zealand visited
the Trust. Dave Richards is a General Manager with St John Ambulance in New Zealand who run almost all of the
ambulance services in the country, and his visit followed on from his attendance at the recent Ambulance
Leadership Forum. During his visit he saw what we do in our 999 control centre, including being shown the
Tactical Command Cell, the National Ambulance Co-ordination Centre and spending time with staff talking about
their roles. Mr Richards said: “It was
great to have the chance to learn how
another service works. I took some key
learning on how you manage major
incidents, the configuration of the 999
dispatching and the surge levels to
manage service pressure.” Trust Chief
Executive, Anthony Marsh, added: “We
had a really good discussion about the
differences and similarities between the
systems we operate including fleet,
resourcing, make ready and so on. It is
always good to hear about other
systems to see what we might
incorporate into the way we work.”

999: On the Frontline Filming Begins

Filming for Series 10 of 999: On the Frontline, which features crews from Stoke, Stafford and Willenhall is now
underway. It’s the second time that the cameras from Curve Media have recorded the work of crews out of Stoke
and Stafford Hubs. The programme has reached an audience of millions over the last five years. Cameras are
following eight crews over a three week period. The contract signed with Curve Media sets out very strong
safeguards in regards to the consents of patients and staff who are caught on film. In addition, film staff will
observe the same COVID-19 protocols as the crews they are filming.
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News…….
It’s a Return to Lichfield for Will

Will Gould has taken over as the new permanent Senior Operations Manager (SOM) at Lichfield
Hub. He takes over from Becs Flintason who has been acting up since Graeme Jones became
the Trust’s Head of Infection Prevention & Control. Lichfield is familiar territory for Will as he
was previously based in the town as a paramedic. He has also worked in Stafford before
becoming a Clinical Team Mentor and subsequently as an Operations Manager for five years at
Donnington. He has been acting up as SOM at the hub for the last 12 months. Will said: “I have
really enjoyed the last year at Donnington but moving back to Staffordshire feels a bit like
coming home. I am looking forward to this new chapter of my career back at Lichfield and continuing the work
that Graeme and Becs have been doing. I’m looking forward to working with some familiar faces and some new
ones too.”

Rob’s Back in Shropshire

Donnington Hub has a new Senior Operations Manager, but it’s a face well known to many of the staff, Rob Till.
Emergency Services Operations Delivery Director, Nathan Hudson, said: “We are very lucky to have Rob back
in E&U Ops as he did a great job last time he was working in Shropshire. A big thanks to Will for his work over
the last few months and congratulations on your new permanent role at Lichfield. I’d also like to
thank Becs Flintason for the work she has done at Lichfield in recent weeks.” Rob, who started
the role last month said: “It is a great honour to be back at Donnington and I have enjoyed every
second of being back so far. Thank you to my Operational Managers and Vehicle Preparation
Operatives who have helped me get back up to speed. I’m immensely proud of what we achieved
in Integrated Emergency and Urgent Care, improving the NHS111 service. I will now use that
great experience to support my staff at Donnington in delivering the best care possible to patients.
I'm looking forward to catching up with faces of old and meeting the newer guys.”

Maria Says Farewell to WMAS

After almost 10 years with the service, Workforce Manager Maria Watson has said a fond farewell to WMAS.
Maria, who joined WMAS in 2013, made the difficult decision to resign from the Trust at the end of September
due to ill health. During her time with the Trust she has been involved in a huge variety of projects including the
Military Gold Covenant, Mental Health First Aid training as well as the hugely popular Wellbeing Roadshows.
Carla Beechey, People Director, said: “I would say thank you to Maria for all her hard work, acknowledging that
the wellbeing of staff has always been at the heart of everything she had done which is greatly appreciated and
received by all. I wish her all the very best for her in the future and hope she stays in touch with colleagues and
friends at WMAS.”

Manjeet Is the New Health and Wellbeing Manager

Making sure staff are healthy, both physically and mentally, is one of the top priorities for the Trust, because
research shows it will lead to better patient care. Following Maria Watson’s departure, the Trust is delighted to
announce that Manjeet Malhi has taken over as the new Health and Wellbeing Manager. Head of HR, Lucy
Mackcracken, said: Congratulations to Manjeet on securing the role. I hope her
appointment demonstrates the Trust’s commitment to supporting staff’s health and
wellbeing. We recently launched a new website which sets out in one place the wide
variety of support available for staff, but I look forward to working with Manjeet on
strengthening this even further.” Manjeet added: “I’ve worked in HR for over 20 years
both in the private and public sector, the last ten for the Trust. Over the years, I’ve
gained lots of experience in HR and health & wellbeing so I am really looking forward
using my knowledge to help staff within every section of the Trust. Being able to support
staff with their health and wellbeing is something I am very passionate about, but I am
also keen to listen to new ideas and how we can implement change together. I am
hoping to visit Trust sites around the Region so will hopefully be able to meet as many
staff as possible.”
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Welcome to the latest monthly stats round-up where we look at performance and demand
across the 999 emergency service, NHS 111 and the Trust’s Patient Transport Service.

126,143 emergency
contacts (inc. all 999 calls,
duplicates, events & 111
referrals). 12.4%
decrease on Sept ‘21

81,117 unique incidents

36,749 hours

Average of 2,723 a day

lost due to regional hospital
handover delays
62.5% increase on
Sept ‘21

16.9% decrease on
Sept ‘21

Hear & Treat

See & Convey

11,849 patients treated over
the phone
32.8% decrease on Sept ‘21

48.7% of triaged calls
recommended to
contact primary
care. Compared to
54.1% in Sept ‘21

44,033 patients conveyed
for further treatment
12.9% decrease on Sept ‘21

78% calls answered
within 60 seconds.
Compared to 6.4% in
Sept ‘21

11.6% of triaged calls
resulted in an
ambulance. Up
from 9.3% in Sept ‘21

71,116 journeys undertaken
across all contracts

34,939 Renal journeys (inc.
aborted)

3,432 aborted journeys

3.2% increase on Sept ‘21

6.4% increase on Sept ‘21

20.1% increase on Sept ‘21

